
Exploration Group Trip to Historic Beipu Old Street 
Wednesday November 13, 2019 

A busy commercial area in the Qing Dynasty, Beipu has kept its authentic charm and unique style.  
It has the highest concentration of historic sites in Taiwan, with 7 in a short 200 meter walk.  Beipu 
has a thriving Hakka culture and is an excellent place to see and experience Hakka architecture, 
culture and food.   

We have two of the most experienced guides in the area, they will share what makes Beipu special, 
give us access to historic homes including the Jiang An-Sin Ancient House. We will visit the 
Buddhist Ci Tien Temple dedicated to the goddess Guanyin. These sites will show us life in the 
early part of the 20th century when Beipu was a thriving business area.   

At the Shuijing Tea House we will learn to make the traditional Hakka lei tea.  Lei Cha, or thunder 
tea, is an ancient Chinese drink which dates back thousands of years.  Thunder refers to the intense 
hand grinding needed to produce the drink. Lei Cha was carried to Taiwan, Malaysia and Singapore 
by Hakka people when they emigrated from China.  We will each take a turn to grind pumpkin 
seeds, peanuts, sesame, tea leaves and other ingredients into a delicious tea drink.  

Our lunch will be at a traditional Hakka restaurant on the old street where we will share a delicious 
preselected lunch.  Finally there will be time to explore the street, the shops, bakeries and tea shops 
before our bus leaves Beipu for Taipei at 2:30. 

The cost for the bus, professional guides, museum admission, lei tea class, and lunch is NT$1200. 

We will meet at the corner of Dun Hua South Road and Chong Xiao East Road ((忠孝東路與敦化
南路⼜) in front of the Shun Chen Bakery (順成麵包). The Bus will leave at 9:00 am for the drive 
to Beipu.  Please plan to arrive between 8:45 and 8:55 for an on time departure. 

Please understand our tour will be limited to 40 participants.   
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Exploration Group 
Olivia, Alison and Carol 


